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ABSTRACT

We analyze cold-gas distributions in Virgo cluster galaxies using resolved CO(2-1) (tracing molecular hydrogen, H2) and H i obser-
vations from the Virgo Environment Traced In CO (VERTICO) and VLA Imaging of Virgo in Atomic Gas (VIVA) surveys. From a
theoretical perspective, it is expected that environmental processes in clusters will have a stronger influence on diffuse atomic gas com-
pared to the relatively dense molecular gas component, and that these environmental perturbations can compress the cold interstellar
medium in cluster galaxies leading to elevated star formation. In this work we observationally test these predictions for star-forming
satellite galaxies within the Virgo cluster. We divide our Virgo galaxy sample into H i-normal, H i-tailed, and H i-truncated classes
and show, unsurprisingly, that the H i-tailed galaxies have the largest quantitative H i asymmetries. We also compare to a control
sample of non-cluster galaxies and find that Virgo galaxies, on average, have H i asymmetries that are 40 ± 10 per cent larger than the
control. There is less separation between control, H i-normal, H i-tailed, and H i-truncated galaxies in terms of H2 asymmetries, and
on average, Virgo galaxies have H2 asymmetries that are only marginally (20 ± 10 per cent) larger than the control sample. We find a
weak correlation between H i and H2 asymmetries over our entire sample, but a stronger correlation for those specific galaxies being
strongly impacted by environmental perturbations. Finally, we divide the discs of the H i-tailed Virgo galaxies into a leading half and
trailing half according to the observed tail direction. We find evidence for excess molecular gas mass on the leading halves of the disc.
This excess molecular gas on the leading half is accompanied by an excess in star formation rate such that the depletion time is, on
average, unchanged.

1. Introduction

Galaxy clusters are the most massive gravitationally bound ob-
jects in the Universe and they have a strong impact on the prop-
erties of galaxies that they host. Most convincing is the increased

likelihood of satellite galaxies1 in clusters to be red and pas-
sive (in terms of ongoing star formation) relative to galaxies
of a similar mass but not part of an over-dense environment
(e.g. Dressler 1980; Postman & Geller 1984; Croton et al. 2005;

1 Here, and throughout the paper, we use the terminology ‘satellite
galaxy’ to refer to member galaxies in a cluster that are not the cen-
tral brightest cluster galaxy.



Boselli et al. 1997, 2014b; Mok et al. 2016, 2017; Zabel et al.
2019; Brown et al. 2021; Morokuma-Matsui et al. 2022; Vil-
lanueva et al. 2022; Zabel et al. 2022; Watts et al. 2023). Gen-
erally speaking, H2 appears less perturbed by environment than
H i gas. Many cluster galaxies have similar H2 masses relative
to comparable non-cluster galaxies, but in turn are substantially
more H i deficient, leading to elevated molecular-to-atomic gas
ratios (e.g. Boselli et al. 2014b; Mok et al. 2016; Loni et al. 2021;
Zabel et al. 2022). Though we note that some studies have found
H2-deficient cluster galaxies as well as cluster galaxies with sig-
nificant H i reservoirs but no detectable CO emission (Zabel et al.
2019; Loni et al. 2021). Elevated molecular-to-atomic gas ratios
in cluster galaxies are likely a product of outside-in gas strip-
ping where the more extended, diffuse atomic gas is removed
more easily than the dense, more centrally concentrated molecu-
lar gas (see e.g. Stevens et al. 2021). There is some evidence that
molecular gas is also directly stripped from cluster galaxies, just
not to the extent of H i (e.g. Fumagalli et al. 2009; Boselli et al.
2014b; Zabel et al. 2019; Cramer et al. 2020; Watts et al. 2023).
Previous studies have detected CO emission extending beyond
the optical disc in some cluster galaxies (Jáchym et al. 2014,
2017, 2019; Zabel et al. 2019; Moretti et al. 2020a,b), though
there is still debate around whether this molecular gas is directly
removed from the galaxy or if it is formed in situ within the tail
from stripped atomic gas.

This work is the latest in a series of early science papers
from the Virgo Environment Traced In CO (VERTICO, Brown
et al. 2021) survey, which probe the effects of the cluster en-
vironment on molecular gas in star-forming galaxies. Previous
VERTICO science papers have found: a systematic decrease in
molecular gas content for H i-deficient galaxies (Zabel et al.
2022; Watts et al. 2023), that VERTICO galaxies have more
centrally-concentrated molecular gas discs than galaxies in the
field (Zabel et al. 2022), and that galaxies with perturbed and
deficient H i distributions tend to have long molecular gas deple-
tion times (Villanueva et al. 2022; Jiménez-Donaire et al. 2023).
On the whole, these works show that there is a measurable im-
pact from environment on molecular gas properties in Virgo star-
forming galaxies.

In this paper, we continue the study of molecular gas prop-
erties in Virgo satellite galaxies with VERTICO. We leverage
the synergy between the VLA Imaging of Virgo in Atomic Gas
(VIVA, Chung et al. 2009) and VERTICO in order to constrain
the differential effects of the cluster environment on atomic and
molecular gas. We measure and contrast the quantitative asym-
metries of atomic and molecular gas for Virgo star-forming
galaxies as well as a control sample of non-cluster galaxies
drawn from the HERA2 CO(2-1) Legacy Survey (HERACLES,
Leroy et al. 2009) and The H i Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS,
Walter et al. 2008). For Virgo galaxies with H i tails observed
from VIVA, we also constrain any anisotropies between cold-
gas distributions on the leading half (i.e. opposite to the tail di-
rection) and the trailing half (i.e. in the direction of the tail).
The majority of these tails are believed to be a product of RPS
(Chung et al. 2007; Yoon et al. 2017; Boselli et al. 2022), there-
fore this allows us to test whether ram pressure leads to elevated
gas densities on the leading half of Virgo galaxies. This effect
has been previously seen in hydrodynamical simulations (e.g.
Tonnesen & Bryan 2009; Steinhauser et al. 2012; Bekki 2014;
Troncoso-Iribarren et al. 2020) and select observational works
(e.g. Lee et al. 2017; Cramer et al. 2020; Boselli et al. 2021;
Cramer et al. 2021; Roberts et al. 2022a).

2 Heterodyne Receiver Array

Peng et al. 2010; Wetzel et al. 2012; Lin et al. 2014; Brown 
et al. 2017; Jian et al. 2018; Davies et al. 2019; Roberts et al. 
2019). This environmental quenching is likely a product of two 
aspects of galaxy clusters: First, the crowded cluster field (par-
ticularly near the cluster centre) increases the number of galaxy-
galaxy interactions, including both tidal effects (e.g. Mayer et al. 
2006; Chung et al. 2007) and impulsive galaxy fly-by encoun-
ters (sometimes referred to as ‘galaxy harassment’, e.g. Moore 
et al. 1996). Second, the deep potential well of galaxy clusters 
leads to a distribution of hot, ionized gas permeating the space 
between galaxies, known as the intra-cluster medium (ICM). 
Galaxies moving through the ICM at high speed experience a 
ram pressure (e.g. Gunn & Gott 1972; Quilis et al. 2000) that is 
capable of removing gas. Ram-pressure stripping (RPS) is likely 
an important driver of star formation quenching in dense envi-
ronments (see Cortese et al. 2021; Boselli et al. 2022 for recent 
reviews). This is particularly true for massive galaxy clusters, 
whereas the efficacy of RPS in lower-mass galaxy groups is more 
of an open question (e.g. Rasmussen et al. 2006; Vulcani et al. 
2018b; Kleiner et al. 2021; Roberts et al. 2021b; Lee et al. 2022a; 
Roberts et al. 2022b). Quenching may manifest from a modest 
ram pressure that is able to remove H i and the circumgalactic 
medium (CGM) but leaves the galaxy molecular gas component 
in place (e.g. Stevens & Brown 2017). In this case (often called 
‘starvation’), the galaxy is not able to replenish its gas reser-
voir and will quench on a timescale set by the depletion time 
of the remaining gas (∼Gyr timescales, e.g. Bigiel et al. 2011; 
Saintonge et al. 2017). A more rapid quenching will occur if the 
ram pressure is strong enough to directly remove molecular gas 
from the disc, leading to a reduction in star formation on shorter 
timescales (< Gyr, e.g. Quilis et al. 2000; Pappalardo et al. 2010; 
Boselli et al. 2016a; Fossati et al. 2018).

A complete understanding of the impact of environment on 
star formation requires observational constraints on all compo-
nents of the interstellar medium (ISM) in satellite galaxies, in-
cluding ionized, atomic, and molecular gas. Ionized and atomic 
gas have been fairly widely surveyed and resolved in nearby 
clusters over the past decade or two (e.g. Bravo-Alfaro et al. 
2000; Gavazzi et al. 2001; Kenney et al. 2004; Chung et al. 
2009; Kenney et al. 2014; Yagi et al. 2010; Poggianti et al. 2017; 
Boselli et al. 2018; Molnár et al. 2022; Hess et al. 2022). The re-
sults of these surveys have shown that cluster galaxies tend to be 
deficient in H i, with star-forming discs that have been truncated 
from the outside in (e.g. Koopmann & Kenney 2004; Chung 
et al. 2009; Cortese et al. 2012; Boselli et al. 2015; Schaefer 
et al. 2017; Yoon et al. 2017; Schaefer et al. 2019). Some clus-
ter galaxies also show long, one-sided gas tails extending be-
yond their discs (sometimes referred to as ‘jellyfish galaxies’, 
e.g. Gavazzi & Jaffe 1987; Yoshida et al. 2002; Cortese et al. 
2007; Chung et al. 2007, 2009; Poggianti et al. 2017; Boselli 
et al. 2016b, 2018; Roberts et al. 2021a). These tailed galaxies 
are most often associated with ongoing RPS.

There has been comparatively less work focused on the 
molecular hydrogen (H2) component of cluster galaxies, though 
this is rapidly changing, in large part due to sensitive molec-
ular gas observations from the Atacama Large Millime-
ter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). This includes both case-study 
observations focused on individual, or a small number of, clus-
ter galaxies (e.g. Vollmer et al. 2008, 2009, 2012; Jáchym et al. 
2014; Verdugo et al. 2015; Jáchym et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2017; 
Lee & Chung 2018; Moretti et al. 2018; Jáchym et al. 2019; 
Cramer et al. 2020; Moretti et al. 2020a,b; Cramer et al. 2021; 
Roberts et al. 2022a) as well as surveys covering tens of galax-
ies within individual clusters (e.g. Kenney & Young 1986, 1988;
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The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes
the data products used in this work, and outlines the method that
we use to quantify gas asymmetries. Section 3 presents a com-
parison between atomic and molecular gas asymmetries in Virgo
galaxies and our control sample. Section 4 tests whether tailed
galaxies show excess molecular gas emission on their leading
halves. Section 5 provides a summary of the primary results and
a brief discussion. Throughout this paper we assume a common
distance of 16.5 Mpc to all Virgo galaxies (Mei et al. 2007) and
a Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003).

2. Data and methods

2.1. The Virgo galaxy sample

Our parent sample of Virgo galaxies consists of 51 galaxies
that are part of both VIVA (Chung et al. 2009) and VERTICO
(Brown et al. 2021). These galaxies cover a wide range in stel-
lar mass (M⋆ ∼ 109 − 1011 M⊙) and specific star formation rate
(sSFR ≡ SFR/M⋆, 10−11.5 − 10−9.5 yr−1), and also span cluster-
centric distances ranging from the centre of Virgo (< 0.5 R200)
to the outskirts (∼ 2.5 R200). From these 51 galaxies we pre-
emptively exclude five from our sample for this work: two
that are 12CO (2-1) non-detections in VERTICO (IC3418 and
VCC1581), the interacting NGC4567/8 system, and NGC4533
which is not included in the Yoon et al. (2017) classifications
that are used throughout this work. Thus our initial Virgo sam-
ple consists of 46 galaxies (see Table 1), all of which have mea-
sured 12CO (2-1) and H i emission. In Section 2.4 we describe
further cuts which we apply to this initial Virgo sample in order
to ensure reliable asymmetry measurements for that part of our
analysis.

2.1.1. VERTICO molecular gas data

VERTICO (Brown et al. 2021) is an ALMA large program that
uses the Atacama Compact Array (ACA) to obtain kpc-scale
imaging of the 12CO (2-1), hereafter CO, line for the aforemen-
tioned 51 Virgo cluster galaxies. Of these galaxies, 15 already
had archival CO observations from the ACA (2015.1.00956.S:
PI A. Leroy, 2016.1.00912.S: PI J. Kenney, 2017.1.00886.L: PI
E. Schinnerer) and the remaining 36 were observed as part of
the VERTICO program in ALMA Cycle 7. Of the 36 VERTICO
galaxies observed in ALMA Cycle 7, total power (TP) obser-
vations were added for 25 galaxies that were expected to have
emission on scales larger than the largest angular scale of 29′′

for the ACA in ALMA Band 6. TP data was also available for
14/15 of the archival VERTICO galaxies. VERTICO also ob-
served the 13CO (2-1) and C18O (2-1) lines along with the radio
continuum in ALMA Band 6, but this work only uses the 12CO
products.

CO was imaged using the PHANGS-ALMA imaging
pipeline (Leroy et al. 2021a), with three small modifications
that are described in Brown et al. (2021), in order to optimize
the imaging procedure for VERTICO data. Briggs weighting
(Briggs 1995) was used with a robust parameter of 0.5 and the
target velocity resolution was set to be 10 km s−1. For galaxies
with both ACA and TP data, the two were combined via feath-
ering using the PHANGS-ALMA pipeline (Leroy et al. 2021a).
The native resolution for the resulting CO cubes ranges between
7.1′′ and 10.2′′. In order to obtain uniform spatial resolution
across the sample, the native resolution cubes are subsequently
smoothed to both 9′′ and 15′′ resolution using imsmooth in
CASA. At the distance of the Virgo cluster (16.5 Mpc), the 9′′

and 15′′ angular resolutions correspond physical scales of 720 pc
and 1.2 kpc, respectively. For one galaxy, NGC4321, the native
resolution is greater than 9′′ (native resolution, 10.2′′ = 816 pc)
and thus only 10.2′′ and 15′′ products are available. For com-
pleteness we use the 816-pc resolution products for NGC4321
alongside the 720-pc resolution products for the rest of the Virgo
sample. Finally, detection masks and integrated intensity maps
are produced for each galaxy from these reduced cubes fol-
lowing the procedure that is outlined in Brown et al. (2021).
Molecular gas surface density maps are made assuming αCO =

4.35 M⊙ pc−2 (K km s−1)−1 and a CO (2-1)-to-CO (1-0) ratio of
R21 = 0.8. This assumed value of R21 = 0.8 is consistent with the
average value from the xCOLD GASS survey (Saintonge et al.
2017), as well as the average value measured from 35 VERTICO
galaxies with high-quality CO(1-0) data (Boselli et al. 2014a;
Brown et al. 2021). In Fig. 1 we show an example of a VER-
TICO H2 gas surface density map for NGC4654.

2.1.2. VIVA atomic gas data

For all galaxies in our Virgo sample we use atomic gas data
products from the VIVA survey. Specifically, we use reprocessed
H i cubes which match the resolution (as best as possible) of
the 1.2 kpc VERTICO CO products. In order to reach this res-
olution, galaxies in VIVA that were observed with both the C-
and D-configurations of the VLA are re-imaged only including
the C-configuration data. The results are VIVA H i cubes for
our Virgo galaxies with synthesized beams that range between
1.2 kpc and 2.0 kpc, with an average of 1.4 kpc. From these re-
processed cubes, H i detection masks and integrated intensity
maps are produced with the VERTICO products pipeline, as for
the CO maps. Atomic gas masses were calculated assuming op-
tically thin emission (e.g. Meyer et al. 2017),

MH i = 2.35 × 105 d2
L (1 + z)−2 S H i [M⊙] (1)

where dL is the luminosity distance to each galaxy, z is the red-
shift, and S H i is the integrated flux density in Jy km s−1.

An example H i gas surface density map for NGC4654 is
shown in Fig. 1. The main difference between these repro-
cessed VIVA products and the original VIVA images presented
in Chung et al. (2009) is that the increased resolution comes at a
cost of the column density sensitivity and therefore diffuse flux
detection for the ∼ 10 VIVA galaxies that were observed in D-
configuration. Given the bias that can be introduced from com-
paring asymmetries measured at different resolutions (see Sec-
tion 2.4), it is preferable for this analysis to have H2 and H imaps
that are as close as possible to being resolution matched, even at
the expense of some extended H i emission. Furthermore, this
choice not only results in roughly resolution-matched H2 and H i
maps, but also in higher resolution H i maps which also leads to
more accurate asymmetry measurements (again, see Section 2.4
for more details). The majority of VIVA galaxies only include
C-configuration data, thus by removing the D-configuration data
for a minority of galaxies we ensure that the H i maps for the
Virgo sample all are taken with the same observing set-up. This
allows for comparisons of measured H i asymmetries within the
Virgo sample to be interpreted in a more straight-forward man-
ner. Lastly, we note that even if we include the D-configuration
data for these ∼10 VIVA galaxies in our analysis, this does not
alter any of the qualitative conclusions of this work.
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Fig. 1. Example images for NGC4654. Left: Optical gri image of NGC4654 from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (e.g. York et al. 2000; Blanton et al.
2017). The orange box corresponds to the CO image area and the blue box corresponds to the H i image area. Right: Gas surface density maps and
asymmetry difference maps for the VERTICO CO image (top, 9′′ beam) and the VIVA H i image (bottom, 16.9′′ × 16.7′′ beam). Overlaid on the
gas surface density maps we show the division between the leading half (shaded) and trailing half (not shaded) for NGC4654 as used in Section 4
(Lee et al. 2022c).

2.2. The HERACLES/THINGS control sample

For a control sample of resolved, non-cluster galaxies with
atomic and molecular gas data, we use the HERACLES (Leroy
et al. 2009) and THINGS (Walter et al. 2008) surveys. First we
remove galaxies from HERACLES that are in the Virgo cluster
(NGC4254, NGC4321, NGC4536, NGC4569, and NGC4579)
as well as any interacting systems in HERACLES and THINGS
(NGC2146, NGC2798, NGC3034, NGC5194, and NGC5713).
Just as for VERTICO, we use two control samples at different
resolutions, one matching the VERTICO products at a physical
resolution of 720 pc and one at a physical resolution of 1.4 kpc in
order to match the average resolution of the VIVA data. To reach
these resolutions and circularize the beam, cubes were smoothed
with the imsmooth function in CASA. Some galaxies in HERA-
CLES/THINGS are too distant to reach 720-pc resolution, given
the native angular resolutions which are 13′′ for HERACLES
and more varied for THINGS (depending on the VLA config-
uration). As a result, our high-resolution control sample con-
tains fewer galaxies than our low-resolution control sample. The
galaxies that make up our final resolved control sample are listed
in Table 1. Integrated intensity maps for control sample galaxies
are calculated from 10 km s−1 cubes using the pipeline as for the
VERTICO data (see Brown et al. 2021 for details).

We note that the HERACLES and THINGS samples are se-
lected from the SIRTF3 Nearby Galaxy Survey sample (SINGS,
Kennicutt et al. 2003), which under-represents galaxies with
faint 60-µm luminosities. Given the relation between infrared
luminosity and gas content in star-forming galaxies, our con-

trol sample may be somewhat biased towards gas-rich galaxies,
though we do not expect this to bias the measured asymmetries.

2.3. Star formation rate and stellar mass maps

We make use of resolved SFR and stellar mass surface density
maps for our Virgo and control galaxy samples. These maps are
primarily used in Section 4 but we also use the stellar mass maps
to define the galaxy centres for the asymmetry analysis in Sec-
tion 3. Here we give a brief description of these data products,
but please also see previous VERTICO publications that use
these same products (Zabel et al. 2022; Villanueva et al. 2022;
Jiménez-Donaire et al. 2023; Watts et al. 2023; Brown et al. sub-
mitted).

Star formation rate maps are constructed from a combina-
tion of GALEX NUV and WISE Band-3 (WISE3, 12 µm) imag-
ing following the calibrations given by Leroy et al. (2019). Stel-
lar mass maps are derived from WISE Band-1 (WISE1, 3.4 µm)
imaging, also following Leroy et al. (2019). For the stellar mass
maps, a local mass-to-light ratio (at 3.4 µm) is determined using
the WISE3-to-WISE1 colour as an ‘sSFR-like’ proxy.

For all photometric products used to derive the SFR and stel-
lar mass maps (GALEX NUV, WISE1, WISE3), we mask any
Gaia stars in the image cutouts following the procedure in Leroy
et al. (2019). We then fill the mask holes in the maps by in-
terpolating over these masked regions with the convolve func-
tion from Astropy. This gives us smooth maps and ensures that
the anisotropy measurements between the leading and trailing
halves in Section 4 are not affected by the projected distribu-
tion of foreground stars. The number of masked stars is largest
for the WISE1 images, and thus the stellar mass maps. There

3 The Spitzer Space Telescope, formerly the Space Infrared Telescope 
Facility
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Fig. 2. H2 (top) and H i (bottom) surface density distributions for de-
tected pixels in the gas surface density maps of the Virgo (magenta) and
control sample (black) galaxies used for the asymmetry analysis (see
Table 1). H2 surface density distributions are taken from the 720-pc res-
olution maps and H i surface density distributions are taken from the
low-res maps with resolutions between 1.20 and 2.08 kpc for VIVA and
a common resolution of 1.4 kpc for THINGS. Bin widths are set ac-
cording to "Knuth’s rule" (Knuth 2006) using the histogram functional-
ity within astropy.visualization. The Virgo and control samples
both cover similar ranges of gas surface densities, both in terms of H i
and H2.

are comparatively few UV-bright foreground stars that require
masking in the SFR maps, though this is in part due to the wave-
length coverage of Gaia. Star maps are also inspected by eye,
and when required, bright stars missed by this automated mask-
ing are masked by hand.

We use the stellar mass map for each galaxy to define the
galaxy centre about which gas asymmetries are measured (see
Section 2.4), and for splitting H i-tailed galaxies into leading and
trailing halves (see Section 4). We define the galaxy centre to be
the centroid of the stellar mass map using the centroids mod-
ule from the Python package photutils. Our adopted galaxy
centres are determined from a ‘centre-of-mass’ centroid estima-
tor (photuils.centroids centroid_com) applied to the stel-
lar mass maps, though we also find qualitatively similar results
using a 2D Gaussian centroid estimator (photuils.centroids
centroid_2dg), or by simply using the galaxy Right Ascen-
sion and Declination given in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic
Database4.

2.4. Measuring asymmetries

A standard quantitative measure of galaxy asymmetry is the ro-
tational asymmetry, with the asymmetry parameter, A, given by:

A =

∑
i, j |I(i, j) − I180(i, j)|
∑

i, j |I(i, j)|
(2)

4 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Fig. 3. H2 asymmetry measured from smoothed images at 720-pc (red
circles) and 1.2-kpc (gold triangles) resolution versus H2 asymmetry
measured from images at the native, synthesized beam size. Dashed
line shows the one-to-one line. With increasing beam size the measured
asymmetry becomes smaller (i.e. falls further below the dashed line).

where I(i, j) is the original image, I180(i, j) is the image after a
180◦ rotation, and the sums are over all pixel indices i, j. Thus
A measures the fraction of the total flux that is contained in
asymmetric components. This technique was first applied to rest-
frame optical images of galaxies (e.g. Schade et al. 1995; Abra-
ham et al. 1996; Conselice 2003), but has since been applied
to H i images of galaxies to quantify atomic gas asymmetries
(e.g. Holwerda et al. 2011; Lelli et al. 2014; Giese et al. 2016;
Reynolds et al. 2020; Bilimogga et al. 2022) and recently also to
molecular gas images (Davis et al. 2022; Lee et al. 2022a). Be-
cause the classic asymmetry parameter, A, is normalized by the
total flux, brighter pixels that are typically close to the galaxy
centre contribute more weight to the asymmetry parameter than
faint pixels in the galaxy outskirts. In order to obtain a more uni-
form weighting between pixels near the galaxy centre and pixels
on the outskirts, Lelli et al. (2014) introduced a modified asym-
metry parameter (Amod, see also Bilimogga et al. 2022; Deb et al.
2023) that is given by:

Amod =
1

N

N∑

i, j

|δ180|, (3)

where

δ180 =
I(i, j) − I180(i, j)

I(i, j) + I180(i, j)
, (4)

N is the total number of pixels in the image, and δ180 is the local
difference map after a 180◦ rotation. In this way, Amod is normal-
ized by the local flux as opposed to the total flux and is more sen-
sitive to faint asymmetric features. As outlined in Section 2.3, we
measure the rotational asymmetry about the stellar mass centroid
for each galaxy. For this study we opt to use Amod to quantify the
asymmetry of H i and H2 gas surface density maps in order to
ensure that we are sensitive to low-surface-brightness gas tails
that can be observed behind cluster galaxies (e.g. Kenney et al.
2004; Oosterloo & van Gorkom 2005; Chung et al. 2009; Yoon
et al. 2017; Kenney et al. 2015; Hess et al. 2022).

When calculating Amod (for both Virgo and control galax-
ies), we employ a resolution criteria requiring that all galaxies
have detected emission in their gas surface density maps that is at



Table 1. Galaxy asymmetry measurements

Galaxy log10(M⋆/M⊙) i Amod Amod Amod θlow-res Flags
(◦) (H2, 720 pc) (H2, low-res) (H i, low-res) (kpc)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Virgo Sample

IC3392 9.5 67.5 0.65 ± 0.15 — — 1.44 a,b
NGC4064 9.5 69.6 0.42 ± 0.13 — — 1.34 a,b
NGC4189 9.8 42.5 0.47 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.08 1.35
NGC4254 10.5 38.8 0.61 ± 0.03 0.56 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.04 1.26
NGC4294 9.4 73.8 0.68 ± 0.09 0.52 ± 0.12 0.68 ± 0.15 1.34
NGC4298 10.1 52.3 0.35 ± 0.06 0.29 ± 0.10 0.45 ± 0.09 1.35
NGC4299 9.1 13.6 0.68 ± 0.07 0.55 ± 0.12 0.71 ± 0.03 1.34
NGC4321 10.7 32.2 0.45 ± 0.04 0.38 ± 0.05 0.37 ± 0.03 1.36
NGC4351 9.4 47.7 0.65 ± 0.08 0.56 ± 0.11 0.73 ± 0.09 1.34
NGC4380 10.1 60.6 0.32 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.10 0.49 ± 0.08 1.34
NGC4383 9.4 55.8 0.64 ± 0.13 0.48 ± 0.14 0.45 ± 0.04 1.26
NGC4394 10.3 31.9 0.72 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.06 0.30 ± 0.07 1.35
NGC4405 9.8 46.1 0.80 ± 0.17 0.82 ± 0.13 — 1.35 b
NGC4419 10.1 73.6 0.60 ± 0.09 0.53 ± 0.12 0.72 ± 0.14 1.36
NGC4424 9.9 61.5 0.85 ± 0.06 — 0.77 ± 0.11 1.60 a
NGC4450 10.7 51.1 0.66 ± 0.04 0.61 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0.07 1.35
NGC4457 10.4 36.5 0.44 ± 0.08 0.36 ± 0.13 0.36 ± 0.08 1.43
NGC4501 11.0 65.5 0.40 ± 0.07 0.35 ± 0.10 0.60 ± 0.08 1.36
NGC4532 9.2 63.7 0.59 ± 0.06 0.44 ± 0.10 0.67 ± 0.07 1.44
NGC4535 10.5 48.4 0.51 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.06 0.48 ± 0.03 1.60
NGC4536 10.2 73.8 0.56 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.05 0.40 ± 0.07 1.52
NGC4548 10.7 36.8 0.54 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.06 0.49 ± 0.08 1.34
NGC4561 9.1 28.2 0.95 ± 0.02 0.92 ± 0.08 0.53 ± 0.08 1.27
NGC4569 10.9 68.7 0.67 ± 0.08 0.65 ± 0.12 0.74 ± 0.11 1.33
NGC4579 10.9 39.6 0.31 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0.05 1.59
NGC4580 9.9 46.1 0.35 ± 0.13 — — 1.44 a,b
NGC4606 9.6 68.6 0.82 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.07 — 1.35 b
NGC4651 10.3 52.9 0.56 ± 0.08 0.52 ± 0.11 0.32 ± 0.06 1.34
NGC4654 10.3 60.8 0.47 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.08 0.70 ± 0.02 1.35
NGC4689 10.2 38.5 0.37 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.11 0.28 ± 0.09 1.34
NGC4694 9.9 61.5 0.77 ± 0.08 0.76 ± 0.12 0.90 ± 0.01 1.34
NGC4698 10.5 66.0 0.61 ± 0.06 0.53 ± 0.06 0.38 ± 0.05 1.36
NGC4713 9.3 44.6 0.52 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.07 0.48 ± 0.02 2.08
NGC4772 10.2 59.8 0.79 ± 0.06 0.62 ± 0.11 0.50 ± 0.04 1.43
NGC4808 9.6 71.8 0.44 ± 0.10 0.38 ± 0.11 0.61 ± 0.02 1.36

Control Sample

NGC0628 10.2 29.5 0.55 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.03 1.40
NGC2403 9.6 57.9 0.38 ± 0.07 0.30 ± 0.09 0.25 ± 0.06 1.40
NGC2841 10.9 65.5 — 0.62 ± 0.07 0.40 ± 0.02 1.40 c
NGC2903 10.4 61.9 0.41 ± 0.09 0.43 ± 0.09 0.36 ± 0.05 1.40
NGC3184 10.4 13.0 — 0.48 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.04 1.40 c
NGC3198 10.1 74.4 — 0.39 ± 0.07 0.34 ± 0.03 1.40 c
NGC3351 10.3 41.3 0.59 ± 0.06 0.47 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.05 1.40
NGC3521 10.8 53.8 — 0.45 ± 0.04 0.39 ± 0.05 1.40 c
NGC3627 10.7 59.1 0.53 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.04 0.46 ± 0.09 1.40
NGC3938 10.3 30.9 — 0.41 ± 0.02 — 1.40 c,d
NGC4214 8.6 38.0 0.42 ± 0.12 — 0.59 ± 0.09 1.40 a
NGC4725 10.8 61.0 — 0.68 ± 0.03 — 1.40 c,d
NGC4736 10.3 45.0 0.41 ± 0.07 0.51 ± 0.04 0.43 ± 0.06 1.40
NGC5055 10.7 62.8 0.42 ± 0.03 0.40 ± 0.04 0.45 ± 0.01 1.40
NGC5457 10.4 30.8 0.55 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.02 1.40
NGC6946 10.5 35.8 0.46 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.01 1.40
NGC7331 11.0 71.1 — 0.53 ± 0.04 0.40 ± 0.08 1.40 c

Notes: Table columns are: (1) galaxy identifier, (2) integrated stellar mass from Leroy et al. (2019), (3)
inclination, (4) Amod from 720-pc H2 map, (5) Amod from low-res H2 map, (6) Amod from low-res H i map, (7)
low-res FWHM beam size, (8) flags explaining missing Amod values.

a <5 beams across low-res CO map
b <5 beams across low-res H i map
c No 720 pc CO image
d Not in THINGS sample
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least five beam widths (FWHM) across. We note that for galax-
ies with only ∼5− 10 beams across, our measured value of Amod

may be systematically lower than the intrinsic value (Bilimogga
et al. 2022). We also require that galaxies have inclinations of
i < 75◦ in order to exclude highly-inclined galaxies. Previous
work has shown that model galaxies viewed at large inclinations
tend to have small measured rotational asymmetries compared
to the intrinsic value (i.e. face-on, e.g. Giese et al. 2016). This
inclination cut is aimed at striking a balance between reducing
the biases in our measured asymmetries while still maintaining a
relatively large sample. We have tested a stricter cut of i < 60◦ as
well as the looser approach of no inclination cut at all. In either
case, the qualitative conclusions from this work are insensitive
to these different inclination restrictions. We opt for the interme-
diate case requiring i < 75◦, but do note that we may be underes-
timating the intrinsic asymmetry for galaxies near this limit. Our
final samples of Virgo galaxies and control galaxies used for the
Amod analysis are listed in Table 1.

In Fig. 2 we show distributions of H2 and H i surface density
consisting of all of the pixels that make up the gas surface den-
sity maps for the Virgo and control galaxies used for the asym-
metry analysis. Overall the distributions for Virgo and control
galaxies cover similar ranges in surface densities, both for H2

and H i, with only small offsets in the medians of 0.05 − 0.1 dex.
Fig. 2 is meant to convey the broad range of gas surface densi-
ties covered by the various samples from this work, though we
note that observations of individual galaxies have varying depths
even within each survey. The specific sensitivities reached for
each galaxy can be found in the overview papers for each sur-
vey (Walter et al. 2008; Chung et al. 2009; Leroy et al. 2009;
Brown et al. 2021). There is a small tail in the VERTICO distri-
bution at small surface densities (log10[ΣH2

/M⊙ pc−2] . 0.5) that
is not replicated in the HERACLES distribution. To ensure that
this small difference between the VERTICO and HERACLES
gas surface density distributions does not bias our results, we
re-calculate the H2 asymmetry for VERTICO galaxies but only
including pixels with log10[ΣH2

/M⊙ pc−2] > 0.5. In doing this
we find a minimal effect on the measured asymmetries and that
the qualitative results (e.g. from Fig. 4) are not changed.

We consider two sources of error when calculating uncer-
tainties on Amod for each galaxy. First, a statistical error on the
pixel-by-pixel flux measurements, and second an error related to
the choice of central pixel for the calculation of Amod. For the
flux error, σflux, we apply random bootstrap re-sampling to the
computation of Amod from equation 3. We then take σflux to be
the standard deviation of the resulting bootstrap distribution. We
measure Amod about the stellar mass centroid for each galaxy, but
in our uncertainty analysis we also consider the effect of shifting
central pixel used. For each galaxy we define a set of ‘central pix-
els’ which correspond to all pixels within a circle centred on the
stellar mass centroid with a diameter equal to the FWHM beam
size. This FWHM corresponds to the specific beam size of the
map that the asymmetry was measured from (see Section 2.4.1).
We then re-compute Amod but now rotating the image about each
of these central pixels, giving a list of ‘shifted’ Amod values. Our
estimate for the centroiding contribution to the uncertainty on
Amod, σcentroid, is then given by the standard deviation of this set
of shifted Amod values. Finally, the total error on Amod that we
quote for each galaxy is given by the sum of σflux and σcentroid in
quadrature.

In Fig. 1 we show optical, H2, and H i images for an exam-
ple galaxy from our sample, NGC4654. As a visual reference
for Amod, we also show maps of δ180 as applied to the CO and
H i gas surface density maps. For H i, the one-sided tail to the



severely truncated within the stellar disc (“Class III”), and galax-
ies with symmetric atomic gas distributions that are marginally
truncated within the stellar disc (“Class IV”). In this work we
merge some of these qualitative H i classes from Yoon et al.
(2017) in order to increase the number of galaxies per class,
resulting in three qualitative H i morphology classes that we
will use moving forward: “H i-normal” (Yoon et al. Class 0),
“H i-tailed” (Yoon et al. Classes I and II), “H i-truncated” (Yoon
et al. Classes III and IV). We note that these are identical to the
“Unperturbed”, “Asymmetric”, and “Symmetric-truncated” H i
classes used in Villanueva et al. (2022). These classes can be un-
derstood to roughly trace three different stages of environmental
influence, with H i-normal tracing galaxies that appear largely
unperturbed by environment, H i-tailed tracing galaxies that are
near peak environmental perturbation, and H i-truncated tracing
galaxies that have already experienced substantial environmen-
tal influence. We note that our H i-truncated class includes both
galaxies with severely truncated H i discs, likely a product of
RPS (Class III), as well as galaxies with more marginal trun-
cation that are consistent with gradual gas depletion associated
with starvation (Class IV).

In Fig. 4a we show box plots of H i asymmetry for galaxies
split into the non-Virgo control sample as well as the three H i
morphological classes. The Virgo H i asymmetries are measured
from gas surface density maps with physical resolutions between
1.2 kpc and 2.0 kpc (with an average of 1.4 kpc), and the control
H i asymmetries are measured at a common resolution of 1.4 kpc.
Galaxies in the control sample still show significant asymme-
tries in their H i distributions, with a median of Amod ≃ 0.4 and
a distribution which is clearly greater than zero. This is consis-
tent with previous works showing that even ‘typical’ galaxies
have measurable asymmetries in their H i distributions (Richter
& Sancisi 1994; Haynes et al. 1998; Matthews et al. 1998; Watts
et al. 2020a,b). Relative to environment, however, the distribu-
tion of H i asymmetry for the control sample is centred on a
smaller value than the distributions for the various Virgo galaxy
classes. On average, Virgo galaxies have H i asymmetries that
are larger than the control sample by 40 ± 10 per cent. We also
apply a two-sample Anderson-Darling test (Anderson & Darling
1952; Scholz & Stephens 1987) to the H i asymmetry measure-
ments for the Virgo and control samples and find evidence at
the 99.8 per cent significance level that the two distributions are
distinct.

Relative to the control, galaxies in the H i-normal class show
enhanced asymmetries, hinting that there is still some impact
from environment on H i distributions even at this early phase of
environmental evolution. Compared to the other classes, the H i
asymmetry distribution for H i-tailed galaxies is clearly skewed
to the largest values. Of course, this is unsurprising given that
these galaxies are selected on the basis of one-sided H i ex-
tensions which in turn drive large values of Amod. Galaxies in
the H i-truncated class have median asymmetries that are com-
parable to the control sample, this reflects their symmetric but
compact H i morphologies. There are two H i-truncated galax-
ies that still show large asymmetries (Amod > 0.7, NGC4419
and NGC4569). In both cases these are compact H i distributions
with asymmetries about the galaxy centre well within the galaxy
disc. While the differences in Fig. 4a are in part by construction
(due to the morphological nature of our modified Yoon et al.
2017 classes), we explore a more interesting question in Fig. 4b.
Namely, whether or not the asymmetry of molecular gas in Virgo
galaxies differ as a function of atomic-gas-stripping stage.

Gas-stripping phenomena in clusters, such as RPS, should
more strongly perturb atomic gas reservoirs in galaxies com-

southeast stands out in the δ180 map as a large group of pixels 
with δ180 = +1.0. There is also a relatively bright gas feature on 
the northwest edge of NGC4654 that is visible in the δ180 map 
for both H i and CO. Table 1 lists our measured values for Amod 
for all Virgo and control galaxies that satisfy the aforementioned 
quality cuts.

2.4.1. A note on resolution

Across a range of wavelengths it has been shown that lower res-
olutions lead to artificially small values for measurements of ro-
tational asymmetries (e.g. Bershady et al. 2000; Conselice et al. 
2000; Giese et al. 2016; Thorp et al. 2021) and this issue still per-
sists for Amod (Bilimogga et al. 2022). With this in mind, in this 
work we always measure asymmetries at the highest resolution 
possible, while still ensuring that a fair comparison between H2 

and H i asymmetries are possible where necessary. This ensures 
that we are using H2 asymmetries that are as close as possible 
to the intrinsic H2 asymmetry for the galaxies in our sample, as 
again, degrading resolution leads to a systematic underestimate 
of intrinsic asymmetry. We demonstrate this effect directly for 
our sample in Fig. 3, where we plot the asymmetry measured 
at 720-pc and 1.2-kpc resolution as a function of the asymme-
try measured at the native resolution of the VERTICO maps (see 
Table 2 in Brown et al. 2021). This figure demonstrates the de-
creasing measured asymmetry with increasing beam size, though 
there is little difference between the native resolution and 720-pc 
resolution asymmetries as the native beam sizes for VERTICO 
galaxies are only slightly smaller than 720 pc.

As is outlined in Section 2.1.2, the VIVA H i products used in 
this work have physical resolutions ranging between 1.2 kpc and 
2.0 kpc, with an average resolution of 1.4 kpc (see Table 1 for the 
specific beam size for each galaxy). Thus for this work we define 
two resolution-based samples for Virgo galaxies: a 720-pc reso-

lution H2-only sample, and a low-resolution (“low-res”) H2+H i 
sample where the H2 maps are smoothed to match the physical 
resolution of the VIVA H i products on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis. 
This low-res sample is used when making explicit, quantitative 
comparisons between H2 and H i asymmetries.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, we also construct a 720-pc res-
olution H2-only control sample from HERACLES and a “low-

res” H2+H i control sample where we smooth the correspond-
ing HERACLES and THINGS maps to a physical resolution of 
1.4 kpc. This corresponds to the average physical resolution of 
the low-res Virgo sample.

Lastly, SFR and stellar mass surface density maps are pro-
duced at both 720-pc and 1.4-kpc resolution in order to match 
the H2 and H i products. For every figure in the paper we make 
clear in the caption which resolution sample is being used.

3. Virgo galaxy cold gas asymmetries

3.1. Asymmetry versus Hi stripping class

We test whether the quantitative H i and H2 asymmetries system-
atically differ for galaxies in different H i morphological classes, 
using a modified v ersion o f t he H i  c lasses f or V IVA galaxies 
that were defined by Yoon et al. (2017). The Yoon et al. (2017) 
classes use morphological classifications i n a n a ttempt t o sep-
arate different stages of atomic gas stripping. These classes in-

clude H i-normal galaxies with symmetric atomic gas distribu-
tions (“Class 0”), galaxies with atomic gas tails that are rela-

tively H i-normal (“Class I”) or relatively H i-deficient (“Class 
II”), galaxies with symmetric atomic gas distributions that are
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Fig. 4. Gas asymmetries as a function of Yoon et al. (2017) H i stripping class. Left-hand panel shows individual measurements (circles) as well
as box plots for atomic gas asymmetries from VIVA and THINGS (control) H i maps from the low-res sample (average resolution, 1.4 kpc).
Right-hand panel shows individual measurements as well as box plots for molecular gas asymmetries measured from VERTICO and HERACLES
(control) H2 maps at 720-pc resolution. For the box plots: boxes span the interquartile range for each class, the solid vertical line marks the median,
the whiskers range from the 5th to the 95th percentile of the distribution. The numbers in the lower right of each panel show the number of galaxies
in each class that pass the requisite quality cuts (see Section 2.4). While there are similar qualitative patterns between H i and H2 asymmetries, the
magnitude of the difference between classes is clearly larger for H i asymmetry.

pared to molecular gas. H i has a relatively extended distribution
in galaxies making it susceptible to stripping, whereas molecu-
lar gas is less efficiently stripped for two main reasons: first, it is
primarily located in giant molecular clouds that have a smaller
cross-section to the external pressure and are much denser than
the diffuse H i, and second, molecular gas is concentrated within
the inner disc where the gravitational potential well of the galaxy
is deeper (e.g. Solomon et al. 1987; Engargiola et al. 2003; Bo-
latto et al. 2008; Yamagami & Fujita 2011; Cortese et al. 2021;
Boselli et al. 2022). Thus it is expected that the molecular gas
component of galaxies will be less impacted by environmental
effects compared to the atomic component. Indeed, this picture
is consistent with other early results from the VERTICO survey
(e.g. Zabel et al. 2022; Watts et al. 2023).

In Fig. 4b we plot the distributions of the measured H2 asym-
metry for the control sample and the three H i stripping classes.
These H2 asymmetries are measured at a physical resolution of
720 pc (9′′ for Virgo galaxies). The variations in asymmetry be-
tween different classes for H2 in Fig. 4b are less apparent than
for H i asymmetry in Fig. 4a. The H2 asymmetry distributions for
the control sample and for the Virgo galaxies show more overlap
than for H i, thus we measure a smaller environmental imprint
on molecular gas distributions relative to atomic. Statistically,
there is still weak evidence (∼ 2σ) for a difference between H2

asymmetries for Virgo galaxies compared the control, with the
average value of Amod for Virgo galaxies being 20 ± 10 per cent
larger than for the control sample. Additionally, a two-sample
Anderson-Darling test (Anderson & Darling 1952; Scholz &
Stephens 1987) finds evidence at the 96 per cent confidence level
that the distributions of H2 asymmetry for the Virgo and control
samples were drawn from distinct parent distributions. Focus-
ing in on Virgo galaxies, there are no strong differences between
the H2 asymmetries for galaxies in different H i morphological
classes, with all three distributions showing substantial overlap.
The outlier H i-normal galaxy with Amod > 0.9 is NGC4561, an
interesting galaxy with a large, extended H i distribution in VIVA
but only a few knots of CO emission detected sporadically across
the galaxy disc in VERTICO.

The results in Fig. 4a are in agreement with Reynolds et al.
(2020) who use H i observations from the Local Volume H i Sur-
vey (LVHIS, Koribalski et al. 2018), the Hydrogen Accretion
in Local Galaxies Survey (HALOGAS, Heald et al. 2011), and
VIVA in order to explore variations in various measures of H i
asymmetry as a function of environmental density. Most rele-
vant to this work is the fact that Reynolds et al. show that their
Amap asymmetry parameter (analogous to the classical asymme-
try parameter given by equation 2) is systematically enhanced
for VIVA galaxies (i.e. the cluster environment) in comparison
to galaxies from LVHIS and HALOGAS that are more repre-
sentative of galaxy groups and isolated galaxy environments.
Reynolds et al. (2020) do not consider Amod among their asym-
metry parameters, so we cannot make a direct comparison with
this work, but the qualitative trends are in agreement. We are
also broadly consistent with work measuring asymmetries of H i
spectra from the xGASS observational survey (Catinella et al.
2010, 2018) as well as the IllustrisTNG simulation (e.g. Pillepich
et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2019), that find enhanced H i spec-
tral asymmetries for satellite galaxies in overdense environments
(Watts et al. 2020a,b).

While this work adds to the literature consensus that envi-
ronmental effects impart measurable H i asymmetries in satellite
galaxies, the more pressing question that we aimed to address in
this section is whether or not asymmetries of the denser, more
centrally concentrated molecular gas component show system-
atic trends with environmental influence. For H2 asymmetries
in Fig. 4b, the picture is less clear. We do find some evidence
that H2 asymmetries for Virgo galaxies are slightly larger than
for the control sample, but this is only marginally significant.
Furthermore, there is no clear trend of CO asymmetry with the
degree of environmental influence, as traced by the Yoon et al.
(2017) H i morphological classes. In particular, H i-normal and
H i-tailed galaxies show very similar H2 asymmetry distribu-
tions. This may point to environmental perturbations on H2 only
becoming strongly apparent after substantial H i stripping. This
is consistent with the collection of H i-truncated galaxies with
large H2 asymmetries in Fig. 4b.
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for galaxies with ‘small’ H i asymmetries (i.e. below the median
value), there is no evidence for a correlation between H i and H2

asymmetry (rs = 0.12, p-value = 0.60).
This sequence with large asymmetries primarily consists of

H i-tailed galaxies though also contains a few galaxies from each
of the H i-normal (NGC4189, NGC4532, NGC4808) and H i
truncated (NGC4419, NGC4569) classes. These galaxies have
H i and H2 asymmetries that are correlated, but at the same time
always have larger H i asymmetries than H2. A natural interpre-
tation for this is that these are galaxies experiencing strong en-
vironmental perturbations, but that have not yet been severely
stripped of their H i content. If true, then this is evidence for en-
vironmental perturbations to not only H i (which is most strongly
perturbed) but also H2 given the correlation between H i and H2

asymmetries. We do stress that this particular analysis is sub-
ject to small-number statistics given our sample size, which is
then halved to isolate the large-asymmetry galaxies. This inter-
pretation should be read as tentative, bearing in mind that future
works with larger samples will be able to confirm or rule out the
robustness of this trend.

Overall, the results presented in Section 3 confirm that the
signatures of environmental perturbations, which we traced with
Amod, are more apparent when considering H i compared to the
denser molecular gas. We do find marginal evidence for larger
H2 asymmetries for Virgo galaxies compared to a non-cluster
control sample, and also a correlation between H i and H2 asym-
metry for the most H i asymmetric galaxies in our sample. We
interpret this as modest evidence that environmental perturba-
tions are also imprinted on H2 asymmetries of cluster galaxies,
but a larger sample is necessary before this can be stated with
confidence.

4. CO emission on the leading and trailing Sides

Previous studies, both from an observational and theoretical
perspective, have argued that ram pressure is capable of com-
pressing existing molecular gas as well as promoting the con-
version from atomic to molecular gas in cluster galaxies (e.g.
Bekki 2014; Cramer et al. 2020; Moretti et al. 2020a; Troncoso-
Iribarren et al. 2020). In principle, signatures of this ISM com-
pression should be strongest on the ‘leading half’ of galaxies
experiencing strong ram pressure. In simulations the leading and
trailing halves can be separated according to the orbital veloc-
ity vector between the galaxy and the ICM. But observationally,
where full phase-space information cannot be obtained, the best
proxy for the direction of motion for a galaxy is the orientation
of a stripped tail. In this way cluster galaxies with observed tails
can be roughly divided into a leading and trailing half, modulo
projection effects (see e.g. Troncoso-Iribarren et al. 2020; Lee
et al. 2022c; Roberts et al. 2022a, for other examples of this sort
of division). We note that this technique will be most sensitive to
perturbations occurring recently relative to the rotational period
of a galaxy, as over longer timescales gas which was compressed
on the leading half could be transported to trailing half (if not al-
ready consumed via star formation).

The VERTICO survey contains 18 galaxies with H i tails (i.e.
Class I or Class II from Yoon et al. 2017), and therefore we use
this sample to test these predictions of increased ISM densities
on the leading versus the trailing half. For this section we include
all H i-tailed galaxies in VERTICO and do not employ the incli-
nation restriction (i < 75◦) that was used in Section 3 to avoid
biasing measured values of Amod. We note that a clear majority
of the H i-tailed galaxies used here are believed to be undergoing
RPS (Chung et al. 2007; Yoon et al. 2017; Boselli et al. 2022),

Fig. 5. H2 versus H i asymmetry on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis at matched 
resolution. For Virgo galaxies, asymmetries are measured at the low-res 
beam sizes listed in Table 1, for control galaxies asymmetries are mea-

sured at a common resolution of 1.4 kpc. Galaxies in different H i classes 
are denoted by different marker colours. The dashed line corresponds to 
Amod(H2) = Amod(H i).

3.2. Direct comparison between H i and CO asymmetries

We extend the comparison of H i-classes in Section 3.1 by di-
rectly comparing H i and H2 asymmetries on a galaxy-by-galaxy 
basis. When making direct, quantitative comparisons between 
H i and H2 asymmetries, it is critical that this comparison be 
made at matched resolution. We only include galaxies that have 
both robust H i asymmetries and robust H2 asymmetries from the 
low-res sample, which amounts to 29 galaxies from the Virgo 
galaxy sample and 14 galaxies from the control sample (see Ta-
ble 1).

In Fig. 5 we plot H2 asymmetry versus H i asymmetry with 
individual datapoints coloured according to the control sample 
and the three Virgo H i classes. In Fig. 5 we find t hat there 
is a weak correlation (Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.3, 
p-value = 0.06) between H i and H2 asymmetry when consid-
ering all galaxies in our sample (both Virgo and control), with 
significant scatter. Again, the outlier toward the top of the panel 
with an H2 asymmetry of ∼0.9 is NGC4561 (see Section 3.1).

The control sample galaxies have an average H i-to-H2 asym-
metry ratio (Amod, H i/Amod, H2 ) of 0.86±0.04. This may be a prod-

uct of CO tracing a clumpier gas distribution than H i. Though 
we stress that this is only a modest deviation from the one-to-

one line and a limited number of galaxies. H i-normal and H i-
truncated galaxies tend to scatter around both sides of the one-to-

one line with average H i-to-H2 asymmetry ratios of 1.06 ± 0.11 
and 1.16 ± 0.14. Finally, galaxies in the H i-tailed class are more 
skewed toward large H i asymmetries, with an average H i-to-H2 
asymmetry ratios of 1.31 ± 0.09. All but one (NGC4698) of the 
H i-tailed galaxies have larger H i asymmetries than for H2.

By eye, there are arguably two groups of points in Fig. 5, a 
cloud of points around the one-to-one line, centred roughly on 
Amod(H i) ≃ 0.4 (with ‘normal’ asymmetries) and a sequence 
of points below the one-to-one line forming a correlation at 
Amod(H i) & 0.5. More quantitatively, if we consider galaxies 
with large H i asymmetries (here we define ‘large’ to mean above 
the median value of Amod(H i) = 0.45), there is a moderately sig-
nificant correlation between H i and H 2 asymmetry according to 
the Spearman rank test (rs = 0.49, p-value = 0.02). Conversely,
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Fig. 6. Anisotropies between the leading and trailing halves of H i-tailed
galaxies (see text for details). From top to bottom: atomic gas mass,
molecular gas mass, star formation rate, molecular gas depletion time,
and stellar mass. Solid lines and shaded bands mark the median and
statistical error on the median. Both errors on the median and errorbars
on the data points are derived from bootstrap resampling. Both H2 and
SFR show excess emission on the leading half.

though we cannot rule out that gravitational interactions are also
playing a role in the gas stripping for some of these galaxies. In
order to split the H i-tailed galaxies into a leading and trailing
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Fig. 7. The SFR leading half anisotropy versus that same for molecular
gas mass. The clear correlation highlights that galaxies with large lead-
ing half excesses of molecular gas also show similar excesses in star
formation. The one notable outlier to the trend is NGC4396.

half we use the divisions published by Lee et al. (2022c) that
are based on observed H i tail directions (see Lee et al. 2022c
for details). The dividing line between the leading and trailing
half is then taken to be the line that passes through the galaxy
centre, which in our case is the stellar mass centroid, and is nor-
mal to the H i tail direction (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of this
division).

We consider a quantitative measure of the difference in H2

mass between the leading and trailing halves,

δH2
≡

MH2,LH

MH2,TH

, (5)

where MH2,LH and MH2,TH are the total H2 gas masses on the
leading and trailing halves, respectively. We also define four
analogous quantities in terms of H i mass, SFR, molecular gas
depletion time (tdep), and stellar mass given by:

δH i ≡
MH i,LH

MH i,TH

, (6)

δSFR ≡
SFRLH

SFRTH

, (7)

δtdep
≡

MH2,LH /SFRLH

MH2,TH /SFRTH

, (8)

and

δ⋆ ≡ log
M⋆,LH

M⋆,TH

. (9)

When calculating these delta quantities, we only include pixels
within the optical galaxy radius, taken to be r25 from the Hyper-
leda database5 (Makarov et al. 2014). Thus this analysis focuses
on anisotropies within the galaxy disc, which is where signatures
from potential gas compression are expected to occur. In Fig. 6
we show δH i (a), δH2

(b), δSFR (c), δtdep
(d), and δ⋆ (e) for each

of the H i-tailed galaxies.

5 https://leda.univ-lyon1.fr
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Fig. 8. H2 surface density distributions for detected pixels in control
sample galaxies (black) as well as detected pixels on the leading half
(orange) and trailing half (purple) of H i-tailed galaxies. H2 surface
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widths are set according to "Knuth’s rule" (Knuth 2006) using the his-
togram functionality within astropy.visualization. Compared to
the control and trailing half, pixels on the leading half are skewed to-
wards higher H2 surface densities.

An important question raised by the results of this section
is whether the excess molecular gas mass observed on the lead-
ing half is a result of gas compression leading to enhanced CO
emission, or due to molecular gas being preferentially removed
from the trailing half. For some of the galaxies in our sam-
ple: NGC4402, NGC4501. NGC4522, NGC4654, evidence for
molecular gas compression has already been reported in litera-
ture (Chung & Kim 2014; Nehlig et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2017;
Cramer et al. 2020; Lizée et al. 2021). In Fig 8 we show the dis-
tributions of H2 surface density for the pixels in control galaxies
as well as pixels on the leading half and trailing half of H i-tailed
galaxies. The distributions for the control and trailing half pixels
are very similar, whereas the distribution for leading half pixels
is skewed towards larger values (by ∼0.5 − 1 dex in terms of the
peaks of the distributions). We take this as evidence that the H2

excess from Fig. 6 is tracing enhanced CO emission, potentially
due to compression from ram pressure, as opposed to a deficit of
molecular gas on the trailing half. Though we do note that there
is almost certainly a combination of gas compression and di-
rect molecular gas removal simultaneously affecting the H2 dis-
tributions in cluster galaxies. As shown in previous VERTICO
papers, the direct stripping aspect most strongly impacts low-
density molecular gas (Zabel et al. 2022; Watts et al. 2023). The
enhanced H2 surface densities in Figs 6 and 8 are also consistent
with results from Brown et al. (submitted), who find that ‘early-
RPS’ galaxies in VERTICO have larger molecular gas densities
than what is seen for a non-cluster control sample.

The fact that the excess molecular gas mass on the leading
side coincides with a similar excess in SFR, supports the frame-
work where the enhanced SFRs observed for galaxies undergo-
ing RPS (e.g. Dressler & Gunn 1983; Ebeling et al. 2014; Vul-
cani et al. 2018a; Roberts & Parker 2020; Vulcani et al. 2020;
Roberts et al. 2021a; Lee et al. 2022b) are catalyzed by gas
compression in the ISM (e.g. Gavazzi et al. 2001; Lee & Jang
2016; Boselli et al. 2021; Roberts et al. 2022c; Hess et al. 2022;
Roberts et al. 2022a). Though we note that these star forma-
tion enhancements, if common, are likely short-lived (Boselli

There is no systematic difference between the total atomic 
gas mass on the leading and trailing halves, in other words, δH i 
is centred on one. However, the fact that we consider total gas 
mass when calculating δH i does mask some differences between 
atomic gas properties on the leading and trailing halves. Namely, 
the average atomic gas surface density is systematically larger on 
the leading half relative to the trailing half, by a modest amount. 
Typically, by a factor of ∼10 per cent and up to ∼50 per cent for 
some galaxies. Conversely, these galaxies also have truncated H i 
emission on their leading halves compared to their trailing halves 
(a product of gas stripping), and thus the combined effect leads 
to a total atomic gas mass which similar between the two halves.

Unlike for H i, there is modest evidence for excess molecular 
gas mass on the leading half as shown in Fig. 6b. The distri-
bution of δH2 is skewed to values greater than one and the me-
dian δH2 (solid line) is greater than one with a significance level 
between 2 and 3σ. We note that this molecular gas excess on 
the leading half remains when considering the average molecu-
lar gas surface density on the leading and trailing halves instead 
of the total molecular gas mass as is shown in Fig. 6b. The two 
galaxies in Fig. 6b with δH2 > 2 are NGC4424 and NGC4694. In 
both cases the large δ-value is driven by a single, large H2-clump 
slightly offset from the galaxy centre on the leading half. There 
is evidence that both NGC4424 and NGC4694 have experienced 
a recent mergers and/or tidal interactions in addition to ongo-
ing RPS (e.g. Cortés et al. 2006; Lisenfeld et al. 2016), thus the 
outlier δ-values likely include a contribution from these gravita-
tional interactions in addition to potential gas compression from 
RPS.

The excess molecular gas mass on the leading half is roughly 
matched by an excess in SFR (Fig. 6c), for the majority of galax-
ies in the sample. The distribution of δSFR in Fig. 6c is also 
skewed to values greater than one with a median that is greater 
than one at ∼3σ significance. As is shown in Fig. 6d, the increase 
in H2 mass and SFR are such that, on average, the molecular gas 
depletion time on the leading half is not elevated or suppressed 
relative to the trailing half, and instead scatters around the one-
to-one line (i.e. δtdep = 1). We further highlight the connection 
between δH2 and δSFR in Fig. 7 where we plot the two against 
one another. The correlation between δH2 and δSFR is apparent 
by-eye and Spearman’s rank test reinforces this with a correla-
tion coefficient of rs = 0.61 (p-value = 0.01). The one outlier 
to the trend in Fig. 7 is NGC4396, which shows a clear excess 
in SFR on the leading half but a small deficit of molecular gas 
(relative to the trailing half). This is primarily driven by a bright 
star-forming region on the very leading edge of NGC4396. The 
results from Figs 6d and 7 are consistent with recent work from 
Roberts et al. (2022a) who report evidence for enhanced CO 
emission and star formation on the leading half of the Coma clus-
ter jellyfish galaxy, IC3949. Similar to this work, Roberts et al. 
find that the excess CO emission and SFR are in proportion such 
that the depletion time in the region of enhanced star formation 
in IC3949 matches the typical depletion time over the rest of the 
disc.

In Fig. 6e we find that δ ⋆ is centred on one with relatively 
little scatter. This result may be physically meaningful, in the 
sense that RPS is not expected to strongly perturb a galaxy’s 
stellar disc. Therefore, if it is ram pressure driving the molec-
ular gas and SFR anisotropies, the δ⋆ distribution in Fig. 6e is 
consistent with this scenario. That said, we stress that the galaxy 
centres used to divide the leading and trailing halves are deter-
mined from the stellar mass centroid for each galaxy and there-
fore this approach will naturally tend towards δ⋆ values with 
small magnitudes.
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et al. 2023). These effects do not drive a systematic difference
in molecular gas depletion times between the leading and trail-
ing halves, as can be seen in Fig. 6d. This is more broadly con-
sistent with previous works that have shown that the Kennicutt-
Schmidt (KS, Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998) relationship for
cluster galaxies does not differ strongly from the KS relation for
isolated galaxies (Nehlig et al. 2016; Zabel et al. 2020; Jiménez-
Donaire et al. 2023). Thus perturbations within the environment
of a galaxy cluster can alter the distribution of molecular gas
within galaxy discs, but these perturbations do not appear to
alter the star formation law itself, at least for cluster galaxies
that are still relatively gas rich. Cluster galaxies that are very
H i-deficient (i.e. are at a very advanced stage of environmen-
tal evolution) do show unusually long depletion times (Jiménez-
Donaire et al. 2023; Brown et al. submitted).

5. Conclusion

In this paper we analyze the spatial distributions of H2 and H i
gas surface densities in Virgo cluster galaxies with observations
from the VERTICO and VIVA surveys. Our approach is twofold:
we first consider a quantitative measure of rotational asymme-
try, Amod, and compare H i and H2 asymmetries across different
stages of environmental influence, and second, we divide H i-
tailed galaxies into a leading and trailing half in order to test
for the presence of ram-pressure induced gas compression and
star formation. The main scientific results from this work are as
follows:

– The quantitative H i asymmetries measured for Virgo galax-
ies follow the H i stripping classes from Yoon et al. (2017);
namely, H i-tailed galaxies have the largest asymmetries
compared to H i-normal and H i-truncated galaxies. On the
whole, Virgo galaxies have H i asymmetries that are larger
than control sample galaxies by 40± 10 per cent, on average
(Fig. 4a).

– There is less difference in quantitative H2 asymmetries for
Virgo galaxies across H i stripping classes. Virgo galaxies
have H2 asymmetries that are, on average, larger than the
control sample by 20 ± 10 per cent, but there are not strong
differences in the H2 asymmetries for H i-normal, H i-tailed,
and H i-truncated galaxies (Fig. 4b).

– On a galaxy-by-galaxy basis there is a weak correlation be-
tween H i and H2 asymmetries at matched resolution. Control
sample galaxies show slightly larger H2 asymmetries than
H i asymmetries, whereas Virgo cluster galaxies have larger
H i asymmetries than H2 asymmetries. For galaxies with the
most asymmetric gas distributions, we observe a stronger
correlation between H i and H2 asymmetries (Fig. 5).

– We find evidence for enhanced H2 content on the leading
halves of H i-tailed galaxies compared to both the trailing
halves of those same galaxies and galaxies in the control
sample (Figs 6b and 8).

– The leading halves of H i-tailed galaxies have larger star for-
mation rates than the trailing halves. The enhanced star for-
mation is in proportion with the molecular gas such that the
molecular gas depletion time, on average, does not differ be-
tween the leading and trailing halves (Figs 6d and 7).

As demonstrated and discussed throughout this paper, there
is an impact from the cluster environment on the spatial distri-
bution of cold gas in Virgo satellite galaxies. The results from

this work are consistent with the following general, schematic
framework for the evolution of cold gas in cluster galaxies:

The asymmetry of atomic gas appears to increase at an early
stage of environmental evolution, such that even cluster galax-
ies with little-to-no H i deficiency still show slightly larger H i
asymmetries than non-cluster galaxies. As environmental pertur-
bations (e.g. ram pressure) become stronger, some (maybe most
or even all) star-forming satellites develop an extended H i tail
as gas is removed from the galaxy. This leads to a large quan-
titative H i asymmetry. As atomic gas continues to be depleted,
the measured H i asymmetry decreases as the H i disc becomes
truncated and centrally concentrated relative to the stellar disc.
At this post-stripping phase, the quantitative H i asymmetry can
be similar to values for non-H i-deficient, or even non-cluster,
galaxies. Thus measured atomic gas asymmetry itself is not a
monotonic tracer of environmental influence, and for a full pic-
ture it should be coupled with measurements of H i size or defi-
ciency.

For molecular gas, the results of this work are consistent with
a small increase in H2 asymmetry for cluster galaxies. For the
most advanced stages of environmental evolution (i.e. H i-tailed
and H i-truncated in this work), there is a correlation between H i
and H2 asymmetry, with the H i asymmetry almost always being
the larger of the two. Thus there is an evironmental effect on H2

morphologies, but it is of a smaller magnitude than that for H i.
For some H i-tailed galaxies, the perturbations to H2 manifest as
excess CO emission on the leading half of the galaxy, potentially
due to gas compression. This can trigger star formation, which
likely contributes to the large SFRs that have been observed for
galaxies undergoing RPS (e.g. Dressler & Gunn 1983; Vulcani
et al. 2018a, 2020; Roberts et al. 2021a; Lee et al. 2022b).

The above framework is consistent with the results of this
work, though our sample size is still relatively modest and this
work only probes a single galaxy cluster. As the number of re-
solved cold-gas observations of cluster galaxies continues to in-
crease, the applicability of this picture in general will become
better constrained.

As ever, cold-gas measurements at higher spatial resolutions
will further advance the results presented in this work. This will
give more precise measurements of quantitative asymmetries
(i.e. measuring Amod closer to the intrinsic value for each galaxy),
but also in the case of cloud-scale CO measurements, could
constrain the impact of ram pressure and other environmen-
tal mechanisms on individual star-forming regions. In principle
this is already possible for one third of the H i-tailed galaxies
from this work (NGC4254, NGC4298, NGC4424, NGC4535,
NGC4654, NGC4694) that have cloud-scale CO data available
from PHANGS (Leroy et al. 2021b), though we leave this anal-
ysis for a future work.

Given the elevated molecular gas masses observed on the
leading half of H i-tailed galaxies in this work, it should be ex-
plored whether or not this asymmetry is also reflected by the dis-
tribution of dense molecular gas tracers (i.e. HCN, HCO+). This
would be expected in the framework of ram pressure gas com-
pression, and has been already observed for IC3949 in the Coma
cluster (Roberts et al. 2022a). For one galaxy from the sample,
NGC4654, HCN (1-0) observations have been recently obtained
from the IRAM 30m telescope (P.I. M. Jiménez-Donaire), which
will allow this to be tested directly.
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